
Simple. Smart. Home.
Make your home smart simply with PIXIE

Control that everyone can use.
Its your home made smart. simply.

SAL National Pty Ltd
Head Office: 40 Biloela Street, Villawood, NSW, 2163
Offices: Melbourne | Perth | Adelaide | Brisbane



PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates

Designed for Australian homeowners 
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Connected Home. 

Simple. Smart. Secure
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PIXIE is a smart home solution designed for Australian

homeowners to experience the benefits of smart

home technology without the expense of legacy

home automation solutions. 

A PIXIE smart home provides families all the benefits

of modern living, putting them in control of comfort,

convenience, security, safety  and energy savings.

PIXIE delivers total control of the smart home into the

homeowner's hands with intuitive mobile Apps to

setup, configure and control their home instantly. 

PIXIE is designed for Australian homes and wiring

practices, and supported by PIXIE Certified Installers,

nationally.

Why Choose PIXIE...

Explore PIXIE

You can start small with a few rooms and

expand your smart home experience

when budgets allow, or go all-in day one. 

With PIXIE, you choose.



Smart Home

12:00 12:00

Make your home smart, simply
with PIXIE and PIXIE Plus

FREE to download 

The PIXIE Apps

Complete control of your smart home from a choice of the

PIXIE or PIXIE Plus apps on both iOS and Android devices.

The SAL PIXIE app delivers an intuitive in-home control

experience, using the Bluetooth on your mobile devices to

connect to your mesh of PIXIE devices installed.

The PIXIE Plus app adds advanced system capabilities,

introducing voice control and remote monitoring options, with

more sophisticated security setup for larger homes and

families.
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Control your home
with your Voice
Everyone can experience the convenience of hands

free control with PIXIE.

PIXIE voice control is the ultimate in a modern smart

home, without any of the technical hassles or

ongoing fees.

Connecting the PIXIE Gateway is your bridge to a

truly connected home.

The PIXIE Apps
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Wireless control that everyone can use
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Comfort

Convenience

Control

Dimming Lights

Schedule Everything

Tap the Wall Plate

Set the mood throughout your home, inside and out

You choose how automated your home is to
enhance your lifestyle

Nothing to learn. Its what you're used to doing,
just smarter

Switch appliances, lighting, pool pumps, heaters,
blinds and more

Simplify control by slicing your home into rooms for
fine tuning

Full control of everything from anywhere with any
device

Save energy by creating automatic timers on all
appliances, lights and fans.

Set your home to meet your mood with a single
button press instantly

Choose from 4 popular voice assistants which best
suit you

Switch appliances and fans

Groups and Rooms

Touch the Mobile Device

Save Energy - Create timers

Scenes and Moods

Speak to Your Home

PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates



PIXIE is designed in Australia to match

Australian wiring practices and meets all

required Australian Standards. 

Peace of mind for you and your smart home.

PIXIE Fits In

Unleash the power of
PIXIE in your home

Designed in Australia for

Australian homes.

Perfect for new homes

Ideal for existing homes

PIXIE needs no special wiring. Your electrician

simply installs PIXIE into your preferred wall plate

to make your home smart.

Swap your existing switches to PIXIE smart

dimmers, switches and timers to transform your

home into a smart home. 
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It's simple to install and control via PIXIE Apps.
With no special wiring requirements and the PIXIE apps, everyone has control whilst at

home, and upgrade to the PIXIE Plus app for a more intuitive user interface, security

options and enhanced security and control capabilities, including out of home control.

Wall Plates, Wall Plates, Wall Plates
Often overlooked in smart homes system is the simplicity of a light switch on the wall, 

 and the peace-of-mind provided to homeowners with this traditional interface. 

PIXIE smart modules fit in to a wide range of popular Australian wall plates, ensuring

you're always in control from the wall, with the freedom to choose wall plate designs.

No Hub Needed 
No hub or internet connection is required to increase the IQ of your home. With PIXIE, no

matter the state of your internet connection or WiFi network, your smart home keeps

operating.

Smart Home

12:00

Simple.

Home.

The definition of a Simple. Smart. Home

Simple.

PIXIE and PIXIE Plus 
Mobile Apps
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PIXIE Smart home technology increases the IQ of your home.
Sophisticated control capabilities built into every smart Bluetooth® Mesh module, with

the simplicity of standard light switches and the convenience of mobile app control for

even smarter control options.

Smart enough to make it simple to use.
With PIXIE, homeowners can create new schedules and scenes using the the PIXIE apps; 

 then edit, enable and disable these whenever desired, without having to call anyone to

make these changes for them.

The definition of a Simple. Smart. Home

Smart.

Home.
Adapt to your home. Start small and grow.
How smart your home becomes often depends on your budget.

Choosing PIXIE means you can start with one or two rooms and

expand over time to include the whole home as your budget

allows.

Scale the PIXIE smart home to almost any size.
Or you can go all-in from day one and PIXIE-FY your whole home

from the day you move in and experience the benefits of a fully

automated home.

PIXIE Gateway
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Hands free convenience

Also works with

Hey Alexa, We're Home!

Hey Google, We're Home!

Hey Siri, We're Home!
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Everyone in your family can control your

home simply with their voice. With PIXIE’s

wide choice of voice assistants, you

choose which suits your family best.

PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates



PIXIE Certified Installers have received factory
approved training to deliver your PIXIE smart
home system professionally.

All PIXIE Certified Installers are licensed
electricians and authorised to install the PIXIE
smart modules and products into your new
home, renovation or upgrade.

You can search for PIXIE Certified Installers
near you on the www.pixieplus.com.au
website 'where to buy' section.

Look for this certification

PIXIE Certified
Installers
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National Certified Installation Network 

Explore PIXIE



Ambience Faceplates
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PIXIE Ambience Faceplate Range

Ambience is a modern slimline wall plate range with an understated beauty, colours to match

any decor and the simplicity of PIXIE’s Click-Clack-Snap approach to future proofing.

The PIXIE smart modules fit perfectly into the PIXIE Ambience wall plates for direct mounting

and control, right on the wall. PIXIE also fits in to a wide range of common Australian plates.

Match Ambience faceplates to the decor and wall colour in each room with a choice of PIXIE

Ambience faceplate and button colours.

120mm

75mm

Gloss White

Satin Grey

Satin Black

PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates



Ambience XL takes a bolder stance on the wall with larger faceplate dimensions, whilst

maintaining the Ambience aesthetic and circular button shape.

Gone is the chamfered faceplate edge from the Ambience faceplate and replaced with a

simpler edge and more body presence. This combination of monolithic edge design and

oversized dimension demonstrates confidence on the wall without overstating its presence,

whilst still providing an elegant wall finish to align with your interior design cues.

It's available in four modern colours, different to the original Ambience plates. 

Steele

132mm

89mm

Ambience Faceplates

Ambience XL Range
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Obsidian

Starship

Atomic 



Related products

PIXIE Smart 
Dimmer G3

#SDD300/BTAM

PIXIE Smart Dimmer G3

Compact form factor allows for up to 6 Gang dimming wall

plates

Superb visual comfort with adjustable fade rates for scenes and

schedules with soft start / stop as standard

Fits most branded switch plates and PIXIE Ambience plates

Smart functions and configuration via PIXIE or PIXIE Plus app

PIXIE digital push button smart dimmer module for lighting control with wireless Bluetooth Mesh
Technology. Comes with 24hour/7 Day scheduling, Groups, Scenes, adjustable fade rates and mobile
app control & configuration. 

Smart control of everything that dims

PIXIE Smart Dimmer G2
SDD350/BT

PIXIE Smart dimmer, Generation 2 - Suitable for dimming LED,
tungsten, halogen light sources

Compatible with all G3 products, Fit most branded switch plates
and PIXIE Ambience plates
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Suitable for residential dwellings for retrofit, renovation and new
build; apartments; hotels and hospitality venues.

PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates



Smart control of everything that switches 

PIXIE Smart
Switch G3

#SWL600/BTAM

PIXIE Smart Switch G3

PIXIE Dual Relay Controller
PC206DR/R/BTAM
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Push button smart switch for controlling lighting and other switched loads with wireless Bluetooth
Mesh Technology. Comes with 24hour/7 Day scheduling, Groups, Scenes and mobile app control and
configuration.

Compact form factor allows for up to 6 Gang switching wall

plates

Suitable for switching lighting and other compatible loads

Loads greater than 600w control possible via contactor

Fits most branded switch plates and PIXIE Ambience plates

Smart functions and configuration via PIXIE or PIXIE Plus app

Designed for larger load switching in the PIXIE ecosystem, with two
6Amp relays which can be controlled independently

3-wire motions sensor integration using 3rd party sensors

AC Ceiling fan control - 3 speed + off - using capacitor included in AC
fans

Related products

Explore PIXIE



PIXIE
Multifunction
Controller G3

#SMF/BTAS

PIXIE Multifunction Controller

Say hello to your little, smart, friend

PIXIE Remote Control Button 
SMC/BT
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Control any PIXIE device, groups or scenes from anywhere in the home when installed. Multifunction
secondary devices which can be paired to operate with any Master PIXIE devices in either MIMC mode
or SCENE mode. Comes with Bluetooth Mesh Technology.

Ideal for up to 9-way control of devices and groups

Mimic Mode - mimc the control of any PIXIE master device/ group

Scene Mode - single click and double click scene recall

Requires Active + Neutral only from any circuit

Fits most branded switch plates and PIXIE Ambience plates

Smart functions and configuration via PIXIE or PIXIE Plus app

Battery powered version of the Multifunction controller with
MIMIC Mode and SCENE Mode control capabilities

Comes with magnetic back with 3M tape for affixing to
underside of tables, fridges, bedside tables etc

Cover accessory allows for connection to key rings, lanyards
etc

Related products

PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates



Smart on-wall control where you need it

PIXIE
Multiway
Switch G3

#S2W/BTAS

PIXIE Multiway Switch

PIXIE Bluetooth Mesh Booster
SGB/BT

The device is designed to expand the signal coverage of the PIXIE network,
maintaining a consistent Bluetooth signal within the PIXIE system

Can be connected to any USB port with a minimum 5V 1Amp supply such as
phone chargers, smart Tv's, modems/routers etc
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The Multiway Switch provides the ability for 2way and 3way control for traditional wiring
arrangements. This is a Secondary PIXIE device which requires a Master Dimmer or Master Switch
with which to operate.

Maximum 3 way operation with 2 x Multiway Switches

electrically connected to the Master load controller (dimmer

or switch) 

Requires at least 1 PIXIE Master device to provide function

Requires Active + switched Active wired in parallel 

Best used where no neutral is present and straps have been

installed or are already in place

This is a 'passive' device and once added to the PIXIE home is not visible in
the equipment list for convenience

Related products

Explore PIXIE



PIXIE Smart 
Power Point

#SPO23/BTAM

PIXIE Smart Power Point

Make dumb things smart, simply

PIXIE Smart Socket
ESS105/BT

Portable smart plug with a 1.5A USB port. Plug into any
standard Australian power outlet and control any appliances or
lighting connected, to the rated load capacity

Includes USB port, 5V DC, 1.5A, which can be controlled
seperate to the main power socket
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A smart double power point (GPO) designed to operate as a standard 250V / 10A double wall socket and
communicate with PIXIE devices via the centre mount Multifunction control. Interchangeable cover
plates and caps available, child lock and power monitoring on board.

Each outlet can be individually controlled and scheduled

The multifunction middle button pairs with all PIXIE devices,

groups and scenes anywhere in the PIXIE enabled home

Designed with a Child lock function when operating with the

PIXIE Plus app and activation /deactivation via front buttons

Power monitoring per socket. Consumption visible via App

Related products

PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates



Blinds, curtains, awnings, lights all from a single App

PIXIE Blind
and Signal
Controller

#PC206BD/R/BTAM

PIXIE Blind Controller

Control motorised blinds, curtains, awnings; sliding gates and garage doors; integrate PIXIE with other
electrical systems in the home to deliver comprehensive smart home automations, Comes with
24hour/7 Day scheduling, Groups, Scenes and mobile app control and configuration.

PIXIE Translator Control
PC100T/R/BTAS

Enables integration between PIXIE and other systems with volt free input
solution

Dry contact / low level / volt free integration of PIXIE system from any system
capable of providing necessary dry contact signal
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Dual 6Amp relays for direct control and signal control of 4 and 3

wire blind, curtain motors respectively

Dry contact interfacing to garage doors and motorised gates

and to 3rd party equipment for on-site integration

Highly configurable and versatile device to deliver more

sophisticated home automation solutions

Ideal for receiving low-level inputs from sensors, alarm systems, audio visual
systems, intercom systems and more

Related products

Explore PIXIE



Fully dimmable LED strip kits and controllers with PIXIE smarts

2 kinds of white LED Strip Kits in 2metre and 5 metre kits

RGB in 2metre and 5metre kits

Pro LED Strip controllers for white and RGB to control any

manufacturers LED Strip

Smooth deep dimming with no pop-off or flickering down low

LED your imagination run wild

PIXIE Smart RGB LED Strip Controller
LT8915RGB/BT

Suitable for controlling intensity (dimming) and colour of RGB LED
strips in 12v and 24v

Memory function activated by dip switch to toggle and memorise
the status if a power outage occurs
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PIXIE LED Strip Kits and
Pro LED Strip Controllers

PIXIE LED Strip Kits and Pro LED
Strip Controllers

PIXIE dimmable LED strip kits in 2 kinds of white and RGB ( Red Green Blue) with 24hour/7 Day
scheduling, Groups, Scenes and mobile app control and configuration and all PIXIE smart home
capability built in.

PIXIE Smart LED Strip Controller
LT8915DIM/BT

Suitable for controlling intensity (dimming) and colour of LED strips
in 12v and 24v

Memory function activated by dip switch to toggle and memorise
the status if a power outage occurs

Related products

PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates



#SGW/BT

PIXIE Gateway

PIXIE 
Gateway

Make yours a PIXIE Connected Home
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This PIXIE Gateway is a your bridge to a connected home. Connecting the internet and the PIXIE
Bluetooth mesh inside the home and introducing additional features and functionality such as out of
home control and voice control capabilities, with advanced security access features for family
members.

Out of home control capabilities for the PIXIE smart home

Voice Assistant control capabilities for the PIXIE smart home

Plug and play device with necessary AC adaptor included

PIXIE Connected Home Cloud for backup of PIXIE Home

configuration

Must use the free PIXIE Plus app when installing PIXIE Gateway

PIXIE Works with

Explore PIXIE



Smart Home

12:00

12:00

A PIXIE Smarthome is easy as 1,2,3

Start your smart home journey wth PIXIE
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Find a PIXIE Certified Installer in your area

or speak with your electrician about PIXIE

PIXIE Fits in to most Australian wall plates



Hey Alexa, it's chill-out time.

Transform your home to match your mood
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SIRI and                                are trademarks of Apple Inc.

SAL National Pty Ltd

Head Office: 40 Biloela Street, Villawood, NSW, 2163

Offices: Melbourne | Perth | Adelaide | Brisbane

www.pixieplus.com.au

FREE
Download

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by SAL National Pty Ltd is
under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

PIXIE Certified Installer Details
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